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Jean is confronted with apps lately

1,000 advertisements per week-on.billboards, magazines,

news pers, radios and so on. Chilliren are certainly not

immune from this bombardment. From nrunchy Whdats" to

"Fac-Man" to "frisbees"- children are frequently exposed to

adverti.sements. From a social network perspective, then,

advertisements would seem to be-a likely source of

attractiveness-based socialization. And, thus, our focus in

this paper will: be the advertisements found on non-telavirsion

-media.

Obviously, advert_semenIs are designed to 'sell :goods an

services. Advertising research -suggests, howevers'that.the

worth of goods and services may not be all that is communicated
a_

to the target, audience. For,instance, while belling laundry

detergent, an ad may also rink women and housekeeping

Imml while selling beer, men and macho race car dri

associated, and so on.

Or.

may' be

Oleal.l.y,.attractiveness stereotypes may be one of the.

additional Messages communicatedCalong with the advertised goods

and services. Indeed, it would seem leely that if you wish 'to

sell a car, .your ad would associate the car with an attractive;
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model. if sin. unattractive ,person appeared in the same ad,

she or he would most car jnly 4 driving the compotitc-'

lemon, an edsel or worse! Advertisements, then: most likely

convey attractiveness messages by associating higly

attractive models with supposedly superior, high-quality goods

and services.

Only a couple of previous studies have examined the

influence of attractiveness of models on evaluations of the ads

in which they appear. And, these studies have focused

exclusively on adults, not children. Baker and Churchill (1977)

discovered.that adults rate advertisements as more convine

and interesting when the ads contained attractive, compared with

unattracive, models. Other studies of communicator persuasiveness

with adults als:Jeveal that a target .audience is much more

likely. to believe and agree with an attractive, rather than

unattractive, communicator (Chaiken, 1979). Thii research

Suggests, theh, thdt among adults tha attractiveness of ah

ad's models actually mediates the adults' responsivi to the

ad!s message.

Other research with adults suggests, however, that both

the gender and :perceived expertise of models have importance

in an ad's effectiveness. Indeed, a couple of studies with adults

have discovered that gender, expertifie and attractiveness all

.influence evaluations of modelS in advertisements.

Our concern in the present study was the extent to which

children evaluate advertisements differentially on the basis of

tgender, expertise and attractiveness of the models in the ads.

In terms of the social network perspective= this study addresses
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.both the child and the non-television media in the inaue,rice

of the media on the child.- That is, the extent to which the

child differentially values attractive, compared with

unattractive ad models, is an index of both the ad's

effectiveness on children, and thus.the socialization of

attractiveness by the ad media, and the ch id's ability to

view attractiveness-affiliated messages- ad irrelevant to the

ad's content.

Our sample included 56 girls and 47 boys drawn from

first, third and fifth grade classes in a mediuM-size

elementary school in Galveston. Distribution of children

adrossthe three grades was rou hJy equivalent. The,children.

repres Jed low' to middle-income homes-and black, chicano and

',white ethnic bac oundS.

'Twenty-four pairs of advertisements were Used as stimulus

materials. The ads were prepared especiallg for,,the study and

had not been seen previously by the children.- On each ad pair,

identical pictures of neutral products were shown. The

products inclUded TV sets, air conditioners; shoes and so on.

The ad pairs varied, however,.in the gender, attractiveness and

expertise of the model appearing with the product. Thus, for

.7send comparisoas, the ad mire contained two) male, two female

or a male and a female model. The models were also sither

very attractive or very unattractive4=-The-attractiveness

levels were determined prior to the study by separate groups of

adult and child judges. Only models in the original, large,
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judged highea e ox lowest in

tained for use in the ads. Inter-judge

:iginal attractiveness ratings was quite

from ,69 -.93 toss pairs of raters.

=led in expertise associated with models.

Acated in the ad copy by phrases such as

for a living. This brand is the best you.

'Al a sta:t6oent woUld be associated with an expex

a non-expert would say "This is a nice watdh.

the best you can The ad copy included

two simple sentenced, the first indicating eperti.se and the

second thepitbh.to buy. The second sentence was identical for

all ad pairs. Attractiveness, expertise and gender were all

varied a- oss ads. Models In add were very carefully matched

in age! apparel,facial expressiovs,-hair color and size and

color of the picture.. All models were white.
/ _

The children were tested in groups with each grade done on

a separate day. The e -rimenter first explainea what an

advertisement was and t Id the children that she was interested

in their opinion of certain products. She explained that they

wolild be shown two ads at a time and would be asked to pu

an "X",im-the box of the product that they liked the-best.

The firtit ad of each pair was box #1 and the secoi.d. ad of each

pair was box #2. Order of-presentation was alter ted to

avoid left-right preferences. After making sure that the.

Instructions wereunderstood, the 28 pairs'of ads were presented

with the children reminded after viwrig each pair to put their
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mark in box #1 or box Z. Tie copy on each d read aloud

to the children by the experimenter. A second experimenter,

mingled among the children to make sure they understood the

Instructions and that children were marking the boxes appro-

priately. After all the ads wire shown, the two experimenters.

collected each respenee,sheet individually and coded each nhild

on her or his sex and ethnicity.

The data were analyzed by chi-square.tests and Z tes-L1

for differences in the proportions of children-choosing

models,on the basis of gender, attractiveness and expertise.

Attractiveness

,The results for attraeivene,

straightforward. When ox

comparisons were vl

the attractiveness of the models

.varied, and gender and expertise were held constant for

eac ad pair,, children nearly always selected ads containing

attractive models. Further, these selections were similar

across both gender and grade of children.

Gender

Gender o the models'also mediated children's selections,.

in %a unexpected manner. When both the male and femap

were attractive children pelected the females. When both

were unattractive, children selected the males. And, again7

the resulto were fairly similar acroai grade and sextsf

children. Apparently, children prefer attractive women over

attractive men and unattractive men over unattractive women.

Indeed, perhapb children see greater variability in the

attractiveness levels nfen than men.
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E41)_ernes

In comparing models who varied only _h expertise, we
.

were surprised to7discover that expertise did not influence

children's selections when the models were women. When

the models were men, attractive non-experts were selected_

more than attractive experts, w -e unattractive Experts were

selected ever unattractive non-experts. In other words, the

expertise of females in the ads seemed irrelevant to children's

judgments. When two majes were paired, however, attractiveness

mediated the influence of expertise-- pairs, of attractive men

led to the selection of the non-expert; pairs of unattractive

men led to the selection of the exper',

Attractiveness X Gender'

When both the attractiveness and gender og the model

varied between ad pairs, children almost routinely selected

the attractive model, regardless of the sex of the model.

Again, these findings held across both grade and sex of children..

AttractizammIAIERIEILet 4

Moreover, when sex was held constant and both the

attractiveness and expertise varied betWeen models, the

attractive model of the pair was far more likely than,

the unattractive model to be selitcted regardlbss of the.
A

expertise of the individurls. Apparently, attractivenemis

far more'impc=tant than expertise in children's judarts.

of ads..
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Gender X Expertise

When attractiveness was held constant and both gender and

expertioe.varied between ad pairs, the 0-7erall majority of

children selected the female over the male, regardless of

expertise. However, this finding was true only among the

-- fi ret and third graders. Among fifth graders differences

selection were absent on the basis of either gender or

expertise.

t Os X. E- -e X Gender

Per pairs in which gender' expertise and attractiveness

varied, attractivbness again provided the basis for most

selections. Children,. especially in the younger twa grade!,

tended tO prefer 'attractive rather_than unattractive models,

regardless of'thb gender or expertise of the models.

For clarity, lot's malmarise the findings:

Attrac ive models' were almost always prefered over

Unattractivit models and this was true Whether or not gender or

expertise were entered as variables 'in the ads.

2. In comparisons of male,and female models, males were prefered

when unattractive white females were preferred Own the

meaels were Further, these differences were

generallyNunaffectea by expertise of-the models.

-3. Finally, when expertise was examined, expertise was'irrelevant

when the models wet women, but became important among male models.

That is, attractive male-nonexperts were prefered over attractive

male experts, Unattractive male nonekperts were less preferred
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unattractive tale experts.

The8e results indicate, rather clearly, that children's

selections among ads are primarily influenced by the attractive-

ness of the adult models appearing in the ads. Expertise, while
0

presented in,_vey clear, understandable terms. to children,

seemed fairly unimportant to childrerNjudgments.

We were fairly surprised to note the genera onsistency

in responding across grades. 'Indeed, the strength of selecing

attractive models across the grades was essentially equivalent.

Apparent'y, even the yoll_rgest children in our study, first

graders, are already preferIng attractive adult models.

Ostensibly-this translates into a message for, children ghat

positive, good, products are associated with attractive models

While unattractive models are associated with less desirable

products.

In sum, a comparison of attractiveness, gender 'and'

expertise, of models in ads strongly suggests a salient role

for attractiveness in children's preferences fdp ads. Indeed,
4

expertise seems irrelevant while pretty pleases.. The role

of non-TV media in attractiveness-based socializa4on may be

an extremely'impor -ant one and should certairay%veceive

additional empirical attention.


